
PART NUMBER:SU-52-00

Pro.Fit logo and part number will be right side up and readable when installed.
TOOLS REQUIRED: Hook Tool, #2 Phillips screwdriver, marking pen, flat file.
PARTS INCLUDED: Pro.Fit VSM®, instructions.
LOCATION: Right of radio.

STEP 1.  Begin by setting the parking brake and putting the gear
shift in neutral. Next, remove the gear shift trim bezel by carefully
sliding a  hook tool under the right corner of the bezel and lifting
up slightly.  Do the same on the left side, releasing four (4) clips.
Lift off the trim bezel and set aside.  

STEP 2.  There is a small pocket in front of the shifter.  Locate and
remove two (2) Phillips screws. (See photo # 1 inset).  Lift up on
the pocket and remove.  Next, remove the trim bezel that surrounds
the radio.  Gently pull the lower right of the bezel with your hand
and then the lower left side.  Work your way up both sides of the
bezel, pulling outward as you go.  After the bezel is  released, lift
the bezel off and set aside.

STEP 3.  The following is for the 2002 models only.  Remove the
ashtray from the dash.  Next, take out the three (3) Phillips
screws that hold the ashtray assembly in place.  There are two
(2) in the upper plate and one (1) on the back of the assembly.

STEP 4.  There are two (2) existing Phillips screws to the right of
the radio. (See photo # 2).  After removing them, place the Pro.Fit
VSM® over the screw holes, insert the screws and tighten slightly.
Mark a line where the top and bottom of the Pro.Fit VSM® makes
contact with the inner dash pad.  Remove the two (2) Phillips
screws and the VSM® and set aside.  Carefully file away the area
between the lines that were just marked. (See photo # 1.)  Be care-
ful to file only the area that is covered by the trim bezel.  Do not
file any area that will be exposed after the trim bezel is
replaced.  After the filing is completed,  the VSM® should fit snug-
gly against the dash pad.  Make adjustments if necessary.  Place the
Pro.Fit VSM® over the screw holes, insert the screws and tighten.
Reassemble the dash in reverse order.

This completes the installation of your Pro.Fit VSM®.
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PLEASE READ COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING THIS  Pro.Fit VSM®.
All instructions assume a drivers seat vantage point.   Caution is advised when removing and reassembling     

wood or plastic parts of a dash.   Applying unnecessary force or  pressure may cause a piece to crack or break.
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SUBARU LEGACY “L” SERIES & LEGACY WAGON
LEGACY OUTBACK   (2000-2004)

(All w/o factory CD player)  

Pro.Fit International, Inc.® may not be held liable for any damage to a vehicle before, during or after the installation or removal of this 
Pro.Fit VSM®.  Pro.Fit may not be held liable for any personal injury resulting from accident or improper installation. Pro.Fit International,
Inc.®  1335 Eagandale Court,  Eagan,  MN 55121, Ph: 651-688-3588 or 800-388-0073  Fx: 651-688-9876
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